Baldwinsville Central School District
Wellness Council

Meeting Minutes for February 15th, 2006

In attendance: Shannon Cavedine, Brian Wright, Julie Carpenter, Bruce Quimby, Steve Roux, Patty Smith, Mary Kay Bittel, Colin Kahl, Beth Mahon, Kathleen Reidy, Bonnie Foley

- Mini-Grant submitted in January was passed around, we should be hearing about the outcome in early March.

- Discussed upcoming conferences regarding nutrition, coming up in April. Bruce Quimby advised that there is not much money remaining for conferences, and it would be helpful for next year to apply in the fall for spring conferences.

- Breakfast program began at Durgee and is well received. Good PR is helping to get the word out and draw students in.

- Two additional nutrition policies were distributed for everyone’s review. Brainstormed on PE, nutritional and curriculum points. It was agreed that what we are working toward is a cultural change within the district, which will take time and dedication to achieve. PR/communication with students, staff and parents recognized as a key to the success of initiatives. It was decided to use one of the policies as a model, and tailor it for the Baldwinsville district.

- We broke the tasks down to work on, and will March 7th to finalize the first draft together.

- After the next meeting, I will compile the work we’ve done and submit the first draft to Jeanne Dangle.

- Next meeting Tuesday, March 7th, at 7:30 in the D.O. conference room. Please let me know if you will be unable to attend. Thanks everyone.